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This article will discuss the impact of COVID-19 on Chinese cultural
industries, in particular independent music based on live interviews
with musicians, venue owners, labels and others in the Chinese
music industry. On the one hand there are many state employees
in the cultural industries, who are somewhat protected from
immediate employment impacts; on the other there are many
private sector companies, especially in Music, TV and Film, who
have been severely impacted. China’s social protections are not
high, but at the same time neither are expectations of state help
in terms of loss of income. In the music industry, the closing of all
venues has had an inordinate impact on the already suﬀering
“independent” sector (mainly due to lockdowns), with many
music venues especially not expected ever to re-open. We ask
whether the crisis forces the sector to re-evaluate its cultural
value positioned in a heightened commercialised music industry.
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Introduction
ROMO, based in WuHan, is one of the most unruly and outspoken Post Punk bands in
China.1 Formed in summer 2018 they became a major voice in Wuhan’s indie music
scene. Their two singles “Falling Down” and “Peeping” appeared on the EP “The Voice
of Wuhan Vol. 7” released in Dec 2019, days before Wuhan became the epicentre of
COVID-19.2 ROMO’s debut performance of these two songs, at the local VOX Livehouse,
took place on Christmas Day 2019 when virus was already spreading undetected across
the city. Zhu Ning, founder of VOX live house and producer of “The Voice of Wuhan”
recordings under VOX’s own label, didn’t know at the time that his venue would be
shut for months under a strict lockdown (CNN, 2020), nor that this would shatter the livelihoods of many in the music industry. In Falling Down, ROMO sang:
Wondering in the empty city, witnessing satire on people’s hot-blooded face;
Can’t you understand this reality by looking at me, mocking me, you distorted minds? What’s
left are sounds of cold beating hearts in the empty corridors.3

These lyrics became eerily prescient of the reality of urban life in Wuhan during the pandemic. By mid-May, it seemed that VOX was unlikely ever to go back to business as usual
and is struggling to pay rent for the ﬁrst time since it opened. VOX’s long-term closure
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would be a disaster for the livelihoods of numerous musicians and other workers; and as
the experimental underground music scene collapsed right across the city, a whole
alternative cultural space disappeared. Though Wuhan was worst hit, it was a pattern
that was to be repeated across the country. As was to become clear, the closure of the
“night-time economy” was always amongst the very ﬁrst interventions against the virus
taken by governments right across the globe (Straw, 2020).
This paper focuses on a particular aspect of the impact of the viral emergency in China,
that of the closure of those live venues – known in China as “Livehouses” – which operated as a crucial infrastructure for the Chinese “indie” scene, including the labels, promoters and touring networks with which they were intertwined.4 Already under pressure
from increased state crackdowns on “unsocialist” musical forms such as Hip-Hop, an
aggressive commercialisation of music festivals, stadium rock and mainstream pop, and
the all-pervasive power of music streaming services, the shutdown was catastrophic
(The Diplomat, 2020). As the lockdowns moved into their second month, the authors
hosted an on-line forum for a small group of record companies, promoters, musicians
and Livehouse owners, to discuss the impact on the indie sector.5 The results are of necessity limited to this small group of participants, but these included some long-established
actors in what is, for such a huge country, and incredibly small scene.

Streaming – the new normal?
The initial response – perhaps the only possible response other than silence – was to
move online, seeking both some kind of income stream, and ways to keep in touch
with, and maybe even expand, their audience, trying to keep the live spirt going
(Raghav, 2020). The move to online streaming was made technologically and administratively easy give the massive investment in on-line infrastructure for the leisure and consumption economy made under the national government’s “Internet plus” policy (Keane
& Chen, 2017). Whilst it was clear “venues have all turned to live-streaming, collaborating
with big streaming platforms such as Bilibili and Tencent, they are not equivalent to the
indie scene organised primarily around Livehouses”, according to Xu Bo, founder of
indie label Merrie Records, a handful of indie record companies emerged in China in the
last few years.
Whilst, indies in China exist, like indies elsewhere (Hesmondhalgh, 1999), by explicitly
disdaining interest in commerce, so presenting a business model allegedly less suitable
for take overs by the majors, the current COVID crisis has given big corporations the
much needed opportunity to ﬁnally vertically integrate indies within a rapidly homogenising music industry. As we shall see, it is the collapse of the Livehouse scene rather than
the take-over of labels, that is crucial here, as is the extent to which this extension of corporate control has marginalised – rather than simply incorporated – indie values.
Watching via live streaming has become much more of a norm than before. Indeed,
some Western research suggests a slight decline in on-line subscriptions, as the daily
commute stopped. Home consumption – including that driven by Spotify’s service for
kids – might mean more importance for the real-time consumption of “live events”
(Vlassis, 2020). The potential ﬁnancial gains from live streaming are not insigniﬁcant for
bands. The frictionless transaction between the live streaming sites such as Bilibili and
e-payment platforms – Alipay and Wechat – have broadened the audience reach of
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indie music to a far greater audience compared to the niche market targeted by Livehouses (SCMP, 2020).
During the pandemic some musicians have earned more income online than they had done
through live performances. This is because streaming platforms pay for live performances as
good content ﬁller, seventy percent of which goes to performers. Streaming platforms generate income from advertising not ticketing sales, so are less aﬀected by the pandemic.
(Zhang Haisheng, founder of Yuyintang6)

But streaming has not just been associated with new sources of income and was seen by
some as opening out indie music beyond the small Livehouse scene.
Many Chinese music audiences are too scared of going to Livehouses. They don’t know how.
Streaming platforms are more accessible. They feel that they are not being judged, they can
follow bands, listen to their music and watch MVs. (Zhang Ran, Manager of International
Businesses, Modernsky7)

“Subcultural capital” (Thornton, 1995), “inverted fan cultural capital” (Bennett, 2012)
and other forms of exclusion associated with sub-cultures and scenes have been
common themes in the music literature (Straw, 1991; 2015). Live streaming may turn
out to attract audiences who would never think of going to a Livehouse. These
venues can be under-publicised, for those “in-the-know”, often in peripheral areas of
the city, far away from the bright lights of mainstream commercial entertainment.
Some of our participants doubted the long-term commitment of the new on-line audiences, suggesting that they would lack the “loyalty” of “real fans”, their online taste
driven by “passing trends” and are unlikely to be translated into an oﬄine attendance.
Though the word was not used, clearly these new on-line fans were seen as not “authentic”, not having gone through the necessary work to make their way to a Livehouse
(cf. Gu et al., 2019; Maxwell, 2002).
Some of this can be felt in the sense of “selling out” expressed by some participants,
with the new fans merely attracted by indie’s fashionable cache. This is common in the
scene. For example, Beijing based musician and journalist Feola (2020), was highly
scathing of the commercial logic of the Chinese “indie” scene, as seen in the lack of
support from Chinese hip pop artists towards the “Black Lives Matter” movement,
calling the whole scene nothing but a business built on imitation, like “putting in
gold teeth or jewellery”. The Chinese artists who have proﬁted the most from rap
culture, he writes, “have had far less to say about the current [BLM] moment.” So
too, when interviewed by Variety, Dawei, a Beijing based rapper, described the platform 88rising, a key global music platform and label for Chinese hip hop artists including Higher Brothers, as “totally consumerist”: “when you listen to their music, you don’t
think about any issues related to the socio-economic environment or anyone else’s life,
the only takeaway is you feel “cooler”."
Yet despite this common characterisation of the new online audience as being “not
real fans”, just there for the pose not the music, there were other values and deeper
fears in play here which we feel are more important in the current emergency. These
include a sense of a scene long under siege, one which this pandemic looks set to end,
and not in their favour.
The traditional indie audience, as the forum agreed, found streaming only a temporary
supplement to the Livehouse experience.
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Our audiences are not used to watching performances online. It’s a habit that takes time to
develop. Once live performances can resume, those audiences will ditch streaming. Streaming can only work as a supplement, an eﬃcient way of spreading music culture but it cannot
replace experiences provided by live performances. (Ni Bing, Taihe Music Group8)

Central to the problems facing Livehouse streaming is the diﬃculty of translating the live
experience on-line, which, as might be expected in a cultural industry, is both an economic and cultural problem. Before the pandemic indie bands and underground venues
had tried livestreaming but it didn’t take oﬀ because the oﬀ-line business model (ticket
sales) could not easily be translated into an online one – Chinese audiences were
always reluctant to pay for watching streamed performances despite lower “ticket”
prices. Streaming services, therefore, tended to make money through advertising
revenue. What Livehouse audiences are paying for is an experience, not a one-oﬀ transactional purchase of a music product. In particular, the Livehouse experience was not just
about hearing the bands live but providing a distinctive cultural experience for the
young, edgy, anti-mainstream, ﬁercely individualist (style-wise) audience who had
found their way in increasing numbers into the live music scenes of China’s big cities
(Xiao, 2018).
Crucial to this experience, as in similar scenes in the West, is the sense of some sort of
common ownership (cf. Chatterton & Pusey, 2019), or at least not being simply a paying
customer, established by the non- or low-proﬁt “social enterprise” nature of the venues,
surviving through ticket income, consumption of drinks and other basic and associated
merchandise. This sense of being part of a scene pervades the choice – “curation” - of
the music, which operates as a form of care – for nurturing new bands, for exposing
the audience to new things, for the wider indie scene. The Chinese indie scene, as Zhu
Ning, founder of Vox9 in Wuhan, put it, has always been more “about the community
than the money”, and “there was never that much money in it even before lockdown”.
This is particularly so in China, as the cultural, social and physical space of “indie” music
is so marginal, as we discuss below.
Streaming platforms, on the other hand, operate more as a competitive “attention
economy”, with a model that deploys virtual “gifts” and “rewards” as enticements,
which appear to undercut the core “anti-commercial” values of indie music’s social enterprise model. The big tech companies such as Tencent, Bilibili and Netease, controlling
access to audiences, are primarily interested in sustaining audience attention online
and not necessarily in investing in experimental or diﬃcult music. They are keen to
push “free content” to the audience in exchange for consumer data and making proﬁts
through advertising. It makes sense for livestreaming sites to drive up audience
numbers through oﬀering free livestreamed concerts. It is a completely diﬀerent business
model to the “social enterprise” model of indie live music, built around sustaining the
venue and the sense of scene rather than maximising proﬁt.
Streaming services like Bilibili are all about the bands’ ability in audience engagement, as it
aims at gaining virtual rewards [Da Shang] from individual online audience instead of
ticket sales. These rewards can vary from 2000 RMB to under ten RMB which is not comparable to live performances. (Zhang Ran, Modernsky).

Whilst live streaming is low cost, accessible and good for maintaining some connection
with fans, it also requires a lot of labour and up-front money from the venues without
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any clear sense of where they would recoup their investment. During the pandemic, many
venues had to swallow the cost of staging live streaming sessions for bands. An even
bigger problem, for our forum participants, was that online streaming platforms
seemed more interested in expanding audiences than curating music. As China based
journalist Hallanan observed early in 2020, the typical live streamers on sites such as Bilibili
tend to appeal to mainstream audiences and musicians have to adapt their performances
in order to maximise online revenue (Hallanan, 2020). For example, bands have to take
regular intervals between songs to interact with audiences, and even so, according to
Zhang Ran, “many audiences are on streaming platforms for social networking. They
are not really there to watch performances but to e-meet friends.”
These claims would need to be backed up by further research, and, as we noted, they
echoed a well-work trope of framing as inauthentic those “distracted” mainstream audiences, there only to chat and socialise rather than care for the music. However, positioning commercial streaming companies as keen to maximise audiences at the expense of
caring for the music may also be a well-worn trope, for the good reason that it is often
true. Though they may provide a digital aﬀordance for a highly diverse “long tail”, the
local ecosystems of live music receive very little material support from streaming services.
The global shut down of live venues has created a massive revenue hole (Vlassis, 2020)
that will not be ﬁlled by these expanded services.
In China, online streaming has become the only way of maintaining some level of
activity for many indie musicians and music businesses during the country’s strict lockdown. At the moment however they are not conﬁdent about this becoming a new
income stream, as their sense of care for the music has as yet found very little foothold
in the commercial juggernaut that is Chinese streaming. It would take a great deal of
care and insight, and capital, to translate an indie music scene focused on alternative
content, niche audiences, band culture and the live performance scene into a “platform
commons” (Chatterton & Pusey, 2019). This has not as yet been forthcoming.
Whatever “democratising eﬀects” (Hesmondhalgh, 2019) streaming might have, this is
to be set against the accelerated marketisation of an indie scene, driven largely by the
commercial logics of big corporations, most of which are tech companies. It is hard not
to see the digital enclosure of this previously “underground” music audience, along
with its data, as closely linked to new forms of surveillance in China (and of course, the
West, Klein, 2020), as likely to oﬀset any residual democratising eﬀects of streaming.

No return to the old normal
“Back to the old normal” is what many have hoped for, especially since China’s easing of
lockdown rules in many cities after April. But with COVID-19 cases showing no sign of
slowing down around the world and even within China, the reality is that the old
normal is not coming back any time soon. Livestreaming is going to stay at least in the
short to medium term; venues are bleeding money in rent and live festivals are resuming
but only in fringe cities. The future of indie music, a sector capitalising on live performances and its sub-cultural status (Gu et al., 2019) in China, is looking increasingly bleak.
The vulnerability of the indie scene presents a unique opportunity for further consolidation and conglomeration in the Chinese music industry. A signiﬁcant trend in recent
years has been an increase in vertical integration. Companies like Taihe Music Group
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and Modernsky have emerged in the last two or three years, beginning to vertically integrate diverse parts of the music industry, from rights collection and band management to
running festival and venue franchises. These companies have managed to consolidate
their control of the music industry through forward integration and corporate branding.
For example, Modernsky has shifted focus from live festivals to online streaming, emerging
as the new gatekeeper of live music market. The impact of this can be felt mostly at the
local level where venues such as Yuyintang in Shanghai, core infrastructures of the local
musical ecosystem, are losing audiences to highly capitalised Livehouse chains such as
Modersky Lab10 and Mao Livehouse.11 Both of these venues have increasingly become
the face of Chinese live music scene and continue to proﬁt from their new music identity.
Nevertheless, they are nowhere near where the real indies are or want to be. Higher Brothers’ 2017 concert was one of those blockbuster concerts staged by Mao Livehouse in
Shanghai to attract a mainstream audience rather than a smaller niche one. Many of
these newer mainstream Livehouses tend to locate in fancy shopping malls next to
metro stops. They are a far cry from the hard to ﬁnd underground venues.
Meanwhile, many venues are facing cashﬂow problems due to the lockdown and are
turning to tech oligopolies such as Tencent (which owns Tencent Music Entertainment
Group – TME) and NetEase (which owns NetEasy Cloud music) for investment. But many
worry as to whether these tech companies will support the traditional role Livehouses
have played in caring for the indie music ecosystem at the cost of their already narrow
proﬁt margins,
Two or three years ago, there were many music livestreaming sites wanting to invest in indie
music, for example, LeTV, Panda, Douyu. But few of them exist now because hot money is not
going to linger for long when there is no proﬁt to be made. (Zhang Haisheng, Yuyintang)

Programming is another big issue for venues. Before the pandemic around 40 percent of
live music performances in China were ﬁlled by foreign bands. Closing borders to international touring musicians aﬀected the indie scene signiﬁcantly. On the one hand, this
was seen as helping local acts; on the other, it has led to the homogenisation of the
local scene. International exchange has always helped local bands both stylistically and
in terms of managing the business of a band, according to Zhang Haisheng of Yuyintang.
The loss of those connections beneﬁts the same handful of powerful companies in the
industry. Without being challenged by external voices, organisations like Taihe and Modernsky set standards for artists’ contracts and acceptable styles and images.
Government support is minimal. In the smaller cities, forum participants reported,
local government has focused on traditional industries – agriculture and manufacturing
– with very little thought for such a marginal “entertainment” sector. In the bigger cities,
especially Shanghai and Beijing, which have embraced a “creative city” image, Livehouses have been oﬀered tax relief and rent freeze during the lockdown, in order to
protect jobs (though Livehouses were not particularly big employers) and to prop up
the real estate market (that is, avoiding mass vacancies). But this ﬁnancial support
reduces the independence of the Livehouses and has the potential to extend the commercialising logic of the cultural industries into this previously marginal area (O’Connor
& Gu, 2020). It is the rapid diminution of an already small and precarious space outside
both state and large-scale commercial development, that generates the sense of fear
amongst the indie sector.
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The normalisation of indie
Since the Chinese government embraced the cultural industries in the late 1990s, the predominant justiﬁcation for their expansion has been as a high-value consumption sector,
providing the kind of leisure and entertainment goods required by the modern Chinese
citizen. The cultural value of the cultural industries, as was the case increasingly in the
West, has been subsumed under the imperatives of growing GDP and consumer spending. This cultural value, it should be stressed, was closely linked to the state objectives of
creating a modern Chinese socialist citizen, something increasingly emphasised under Xi
Jinping (O’Connor & Gu, 2020). The commercial imperatives of both large state-owned
enterprises (SOE) and the (eﬀectively) state-directed large private corporations have
mainly converged with the requirements of the state for the control over the symbolic
space of the social. The arrival of the large tech companies, with their own in-built tendencies to monopolisation and the close integration of their data-capture strategies
with those of the state, have further accelerated these tendencies.
Though the Western provenance of the creative industries discourse valorised small
scale independent entrepreneurs working in dispersed ﬂat networks and localised clusters – what we have called the “creativity bundle” (O’Connor, 2020b; O’Connor & Gu,
2020) – in China these were increasingly integrated into a state controlled sector of
large scale companies. Outside those directly employed in these large companies, cultural
workers tended to be freelancers, sole traders or micro-business owners, working on the
periphery of the complex entanglement of SOEs, large companies and local government.
During the pandemic, these cultural workers were hit hard but very few looked for state
support. Whilst workers in more formal enterprises could expect to be looked after by the
company, the freelance sector was on its own. Those in the music sector were especially
precarious, and had to ﬁnd ways to diversify income streams, including looking to support
from philanthropists. But, so far, and unlike in many other countries, as testiﬁed to by the
contributions to this special issue, the severe hit experienced by cultural workers has not
yet given rise to a wider debate on the value of culture in Chinese public life, beyond its
economic value.
Indie music was “commercial” in that it received no support from the state, but of
course, it made little money. Its contribution to the cultural life of the city was rarely
recognised by local government. The grounds for support in the pandemic were based
on its economic problems – some of the businesses could claim state support as
businesses – but not at all in order to preserve an essential piece of cultural infrastructure.
The diminishing space for “indie” music has long been an enduring problem for musicians
and music fans, as pressures on urban space from global real estate capital has accelerated (Stein, 2019). City authorities everywhere are becoming concerned, attempting to
ﬁnd ways to curb the impact on live music and the “night-time economy” (cf. Van der
Hoeven & Hitters, 2019). This concern has not been so evident in China, where the
local state has far more control over the capitalisation of local real estate, and local planning tends to work to make sure it beneﬁts the local state. This has driven gentriﬁcation
not provided a bulwark against it, as was clear in the rise and fall of the “creative cluster”
(O’Connor & Gu, 2014)
The tightening control of freedom of cultural expression from the national state, combined with commercial pressures directed in large part by the local state, had forced most
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forms of indie music making into underground, severely restricting its audience reach.
Shanghai, a city with a population equal to Australia, has far fewer live music venues
than, for example, the city of Melbourne (Gu et al., 2019). Chinese state cultural
funding goes to high proﬁle, traditional arts infrastructure – big galleries, performing
arts venues, museums and so on – or highly capital-intensive cultural industries – television, ﬁlm, video games, and large-scale commercial music festivals. Smaller scale funding
for “public culture” tends to go towards more traditional and local arts – Chinese opera,
social centres, crafts (O’Connor & Gu, 2020). Underground music is “none of above”, and
thus is constantly seeking some level of commercial income to survive.
The indie scene, responding to local state policy rhetoric, sought to gain more
space to manoeuvre by aligning with the “cultural industries”, positioning itself as a
business and consumer services sector. But this too has proved highly problematic.
The commercial mainstream has had little need to pay attention to the indie
scene. The sheer weight of the potential mainstream market and the (relatively) miniscule extent of indie music radically reduces the incentives for the music industry,
including streaming services, to showcase this extremely niche music. Hence the
fear that the pandemic would push them into the arms of this commercial
juggernaut.
The complex intermediation of the “underground” and the “mainstream” which has
developed within the popular music industries of the West over half a century, and
which can also be found also in Japan and South Korea, is absent as yet from China
(O’Connor & Gu, 2020). Though the indie scene in China is highly experimental and innovative, it has failed to connect to that mainstream – as a source of new sounds and
images – in the way it has done in Japan and South Korea. To properly thrive the indie
music scene would have to overcome the divide between a state funded “public
culture” service and the commercial one which is always expected to make a proﬁt.
There is little sense of a “mixed economy” or “ecosystem” in which subsidy and commerce
might mix – it is one or the other! (O’Connor & Gu, 2020).
This points to wider challenge to an indie social and cultural space. In the West –
and to a degree in South Korea and Japan – there is a cultural space for a radically
independent music sector, building on a long bohemian tradition, re-articulated
through rock and roll and particularly since the punk movement of the 1970s.
However compromised this space might be it remains yet an ideal space for “authentic” popular music. By contrast, the autonomy of Chinese intellectuals, though of
long historical standing, was heavily attenuated after 1949, though it was in part
regained in the early “reform and opening” period of the 1980s. But the promotion
of culture as a growth industry, which accelerated after 1989, and especially the
late 1990s, saw a marginalisation of intellectuals by a heavily commercialised
popular culture. Though with something of a wild-west feel in the early days, the integration of this commercial popular culture into the state-directed apparatus of the cultural industries severely reduced its space for experimentation. The position of
Chinese “neo-bohemia”, combines low income with even lower social status (Gu &
O’Connor, 2020). Artists with neither commercial nor state-sanctioned income, and
lacking any international recognition, have a highly marginal status, and have been
mostly outside the concerns of the local state, other than as a source of potential
disturbance.
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Conclusion: a new normal?
As we saw, whilst many in the forum were dismissive of the new online indie fans, others
saw a potential for opening up to wider audiences. In order to avoid this opening up
being absorbed within the rampantly commercial on-line streaming industry, with its
strong links to state collected “big data”, it would need to articulate a new kind of
social and economic space for public culture. The pandemic’s destruction of an active,
diverse nightlife, to which live music is so central, was recognised early on across the
globe, with the energies and playful disorder replaced by images of workers in haz-mat
suits driving disinfection machines through the empty streets (Straw, 2020). Could the
shock of a rapid closure of nightlife and its ubiquitous music, as well as music’s new centrality to a population conﬁned to the home, bring to it a new kind of value other than
simply a leisure goods industry? Some forum participants thought that the crisis might
occasion a rethink the role of music and the music industry in Chinese society, as Xu
Bo, Merrie Records, suggested, “Indie music won’t go back to the old normal because, if
anything, the pandemic has forced Chinese people to re-assess their relationship with
music.”
But to do so it would require some new kind of public support to get back on its feet,
some recognition of its contribution to public culture. Might it be that the seeds of a new
settlement for indie music culture – and other small scale cultural activity between big
state and big market – have been planted during the pandemic? Is there any sense
that there was “a renewed acknowledgement, by government, of art and culture’s importance for any liveable post-virus society” (O’Connor, 2020a). The surge of online consumption of indie music, suggested by many of our participants, might have captured a new
audience for a previously marginal niche. The lockdown, it seems, has given rise to
many DIY cultural hobbyists after their exposure to indie music online – Chinese youth
making music from their bedrooms, for whom, indie music oﬀers a new form of expressive
life. In this sense, the pandemic may well be a Renaissance moment for the Chinese music
industry; but leaving these new music communities in the hands of converging music corporations and tech giants (Hesmondhalgh, 2019) would only lead to further “extractive”
relationships, of time, money and data.
Any real progress would require a connection to a healthy live music ecosystem built
on viable independent cultural producers, venues and audiences. Finding ways of linking
the indie ecosystem to the on-line world is crucial, in providing income but also in engaging indie fan groups in a more creative role beyond providing user-generated content
for on-line platforms (Morris, 2014). That is, building new extended indie communities
in both live and on-line worlds, overcoming the opposition between on-line and live,
with all the negotiations of sub-cultural capital this might demand.
Live music venues lie at the heart of local music ecosystems, providing a range of
public social, cultural and indeed economic beneﬁts that go beyond the commercial
success of the particular venues involved. Similar could be said of the public beneﬁts
of the independent cultural workers so devastated by this crisis. Of all the music hotspots
in China, Shanghai was the ﬁrst city to recover from the lockdown. This was partly driven
by Shanghai’s creative industries policy, linking it to local economic development policy.
Nonetheless, many long-established venues in Beijing and Shanghai have closed down
due to loss of income, rent repayments and prohibitive safety costs. Amongst the
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casualties, DDC,12 a space run by expats in Beijing was one of the most well-known in the
punk scene.
This kind of policy support is lacking in places like Wuhan, but VOX survived the pandemic, defying all odds. Veteran music venues such as VOX have been paying their staﬀ,
including tech crew and bar managers, to make sure there will be skills ready to be put to
work once the pandemic ends according to Zhu Ning, from SMZB. This has saved many
venues notwithstanding the cost involved. The relatively lower operational costs for
venues in Wuhan, compared to big cities like Beijing and Shanghai, certainly helped.
But more importantly, it was the strength of the punk community roots in Wuhan that
came to the rescue. Music fans purchased tickets for un-staged concerts, donated
money to venues and ﬂocked to streaming sites to support the bands. The existence of
SMZB, the oldest punk band in China (23 years in the business) is a testimony to the
local embeddedness of Wuhan’s punk scene (Nathanel, 2020).
Art and culture “are proving increasingly vital to preserving the sense of life being
lived.” Talking about a post-COVID world, Banks sees a new value of culture, one
that values social (rather than personal) creation and shared prosperity, and not simply competition, copyrights and extractions; one that respects ecological limits and the other salient
boundaries of life; one that is concerned with justice of contribution as much as distribution;
and one that seeks to eliminate unnecessary suﬀering, ingrained precarity and any undue
inequity and inequality.’ (Banks, 2020, p. 2)

The indie music sector has survived the crisis not because it has a viable business model
but because it exempliﬁes “the new values of culture” to which Banks refers. The question
would be the extent to which the local and national state is willing to acknowledge these
cultural values within such a marginal – economically and culturally – sector.
Emerging out of the pandemic, the music energy is awakening in the city of Wuhan
and elsewhere. ROMO has signed a new deal with Maybe Mars13 to produce its ﬁrst EP
by end of the year. Strawberry Music Festival14 is resuming in cities like Hainan. Despite
the loss of venues and income during the pandemic, the sector has come together
closer than ever before. The ﬁrst public performance by ROMO is to be staged at
“Wuhan Prison” – a legendary punk venue in the city. And all income from the show
will be put back to the venue to keep China’s punk rock capital alive (The Diplomat,
2020). But the quest for a new direction for indie music in the post-COVID society has
just begun.

Notes
1. ROMO signed to label Maybe Mars, China’s most important punk label in June 2020. https://
www.360kuai.com/pc/921a30c67d7cbad05?cota=3&kuai_so=1&sign=360_e39369d1
2. Voice of Wuhan, 2019 Dec EP launch party https://www.douban.com/event/33126832/
3. Lyrics of ‘Falling Down, accessed May 28th 2020. https://www.xiami.com/song/mT91BK91858
4. By “Indie” we include a range of genres – hip-hop, noise, punk, experimental, techno – which
fall outside the commercial mainstream. The relatively small space of this indie scene – discussed below – means that these genres, but the bands and the audience, operate in shared,
somewhat undiﬀerentiated spaces, rubbing shoulders with each other in ways less common
in western cities where audiences and venues tend to be separated out.
5. This industry forum was organised by the authors as part of UNESCO’s ResiliArt Webinar
Series on “artists and creativity beyond crisis” https://en.unesco.org/news/resiliart-artists-
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6.

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
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and-creativity-beyond-crisis. It took place on the 28th July 2020, panel is composed of key
stakeholders in China’s indie music scene.
Yuyintang is one of the oldest Livehouses in China. Located in Shanghai, it is one of few Livehouses that is dedicated to indie rock music. https://site.douban.com/yuyintang_h/room/
442781/
Modernsky is China’s largest independent record company. Founded in 1997, the company
aimed at promoting the internationalisation of Chinese indie music. https://www.
modernsky.com/home/aboutus
Taihe Music has the largest share of Mandopop market and is the only music organisation in
China that covers the entire music value chain from IP, celebrity, audio-visual, live performances to integrated marketing and fan community. http://about.taihe.com/
VOX, is a Livehouse based in Wuhan. It’s founded by Zhu Ning in 2005, member of band
SMZB, one of the oldest punk bands in China.
https://www.modernsky.com/home/live
http://mao-music.com/#/venue/list~region=~HISTORY=4
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/VcLPfx1xuD18tVYJuGAJAQ
Maybe Mars is a China based, independent record label, founded by Michael Pettis in 2007.
The label promoted indie Chinese bands including Carsick Cars and SMZB to an international
audience. https://downloads.maybemars.org/
Strawberry music festival, run by Modernsky, is the most well-known live music festival in
China, catering to diverse genres and audience. https://www.modernsky.com/home/live_
labels/11
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